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Energy Medicine,, Quantum & Vibrational Healing Certification

Dr. Sharon Forrest An unparalleled opportunity to experience indescribable healing powers

Amaze yourself, your loved ones and clients!

Nanoose Library Center, Nanoose, Vancouver Island

Free TALK May 11th WORKSHOP May, 12th – 13th, 2012
Fri. 7-9pm Sat. 9am – 6pm Sun. 9am-6pm Optional Black Pearl Sat. 7 – 9pm

Equally suitable for longtime Healers, Professional Health Care Providers and Beginners

Dr. Sharon Forrest, now in her seventies has been a healer since the age of 5, and has spent the last 30+ years

teaching hands-on-healing healing and mind-body-spirit medicine worldwide. Dr. Sharon is a master healer/teacher,

transformational clinical hypnotherapist and nutritionist with an extensive background in naturopathic medicine,

transpersonal psychology and parapsychology. Many call her "The Life Changer", "Miracle Lady" and "Bratty

Angel." Dr. Sharon blends healing and science with love and laughter in this powerful experience. Dr. Sharon has

appeared on numerous TV shows and her work has been researched for years. Her clients include best-known

personal growth, health and political leaders, actors, actresses and singers. Come and find out why.

Topics, procedures and techniques you will learn and experience:
�� Prenatal Suffocation / Birth Trauma Release �� Numerous Exceptional Hands-On Methods
�� Spoon-bending & Power of the Mind To Heal �� 2 Powerful Crystal Healing Techniques
�� Magnets & Clearing Emotions �� Self & Absent Healing
�� Chakra Balance w/ Sacred Sounds �� Emotional Liposuction
�� Ring of Fire �� Temple Healing & 2 Accelerated Soul Retrievals
�� Feel & Clear Energy Blocks, Cords �� Brain Balancing & Memory Improvement Techniques
�� Tap Into Higher Powers So You Never Tire Out �� Pizzioelecrtic Energy to Release Blocks in the Body
�� The phenomenal CCMBA & CCSMC �� The Ancient Black Pearl Technique

As well as amazing, unique, powerful and innovative techniques to correct/stop in minutes:
��Absent healing ��asthma ��chronic back/neck aches�� constipation ��heart attacks ��hiatus hernias

��menopause ��migraines��prostate health ��scoliosis ��sinus��TMJ

��Remarkably enhance your own innate healing powers.
0

Invest in your wellbeing and the wellbeing of your loved ones,
plus greatly enhance or start your mission as a Healer for only $250.00

To register please contact Priscilla 250-468-7505 Email: Prism44@shaw.ca
For more information about Dr. Sharon Forrest please go to www.healingnow.com

Not just a workshop, it’s an awesome experience!

CEU’s available for Nurses �

"All things are possible until they are proved impossible - and even the impossible may only be so, as of now."

�� Since this workshop is very experiential be sure to wear loose, comfortable clothes (e.g. sweat-suit). Please
bring your own water, a pillow and something to write on. We will have Pot Luck for Saturday and Sunday, so
please bring something HEALTHY to share. Don't worry about what to bring, it always works out perfectly.



Welcome!! We are excited that you are coming, and we know that you will be delighted that you came.

Testimonials:

* Hi Nick, You know more than anybody else how hard is to express what one can feel after spending 20+ hours in Dr.
Sharon's presence. You said that it will be a life changing experience… It was. It really was! It has changed my husband's
life as well as mine. It was fantastic - Dr. Sharon is extremely smart, beautiful, loving and inspiring person. Her talks, her
teaching, her healing was amazing. I couldn't believe what she was teaching us. I was amazed how simple her healing
methods are - everybody can do it without any special tools needed. That was really shocking. The healing was extremely
powerful. Nick, thank you very much for being one of my angels and told me about this special person. Thank you. Emma
and Leo

* Sharon Forrest is above all else, one of the most dedicated professionals whom I have had the pleasure to learn from. I
recommend her work whole heartedly and thoroughly endorse her programs." Dr. Bernard L. MD

* Dear Dr. Forrest, My good friend Lisa Chapman (a massage therapist) happened across the workshop last Nov. and
signed up at the last moment. She said that it was amazing, and she immediately began incorporating her newly acquired
skills into her practice with amazing results. She said I MUST go. Then last Tuesday I met two more women at a Reiki
practitioner night we go to every month, which had also attended. They said that your workshop was nothing less than life
altering. Bonni Y

* This is my second workshop with you and I have already incorporated many of your techniques into my private practice
with great results. Dr. George P. DC

* Two hours with you, WOW! You have made such a difference in my life. I am totally healed of MS! I don't know how
I can ever thank you. Catherine

* Dear Sharon, Diana felt so good about her session with you I am encouraging her to not only see you regularly, but to
participate in all your workshops. So glad I've experienced your work it has helped me so much in understanding my self
and my clients. Diana is not the first person I have recommended your work to. Betsy HHP

* Hey there Sharon, this is Mark. Robin and I just wanted to thank you so very much for your kindness and hospitality
yesterday at class; it really was a very special day for both of us.

It is wonderful how perfect the universe can be. Only a short time before we both asked for someone to come into our lives
to guide us to the next level, so to speak. It is strange that out of all the people we know in our lives, there isn’t anybody that
we would consider to be a guide or teacher. Most people seem to have there own agenda whether for material gain, their
own growth, or to feed the ego. So I guess what I am saying is “Thank you so Very much” for being who you are.

For carrying the light to those in need. For the pure heart you possess, and the unique way you present things in a humorous
yet Loving, caring and easy way to understand.

You have personally given me the hope that I asked for. I asked for someone to be shown to me that I could relate to.
Someone I could look up to and respect. Someone who lives a life of service for others; and, that would act as a mirror for
our growth.

You probably hear these things all the time; however, we thought perhaps it wouldn’t hurt for you to hear it again from us.
You are one Very Special being, carrying out a very special purpose in this much needed time. We Love and Honor all that
you stand for and contribute to this world, your contribution to this world is most the Nobel gift one could offer.

It is the kind of contribution that deserves an Oscar or purple heart; however, we all know that is not the case here on this
planet. Just know the vision of the path you lay is priceless, and will receive the recognition you so deserve.
All Our Love Mark and Robin C

WWelcome!! We are excited that you are coming, and we know
that you will be delighted that you came!

To register or book a Private Session with Dr. Forrest
please call Priscilla 250-468-7505 Prism44@shaw.ca


